
CWSU ZLA MOUNTAIN WAVE PLAYBOOK
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Presentation Notes
Over the past few years our ability to anticipate, watch, warn and verify downslope wind events has been greatly enhanced.  This is in part due to our forecast support of two field experiments the Sierra Rotors Project and the Terrain Induced Rotor Experiment.  In this module we will discuss some of our findings as a result of these projects, we’ll discuss a climatology based on the Independence mesonet, and the impact that local modeling has provided to forecast operations.   



Forecasting Mountain Waves
• Identify areas with:

– Low-level flow with strong perpendicular component
(≥ 20kt at mountain top)

– A stable layer/inversion

• From the wind shear, determine wave type
– Trapped lee waves: Strong positive wind shear

(increasing with height)

– Vertically-propagating: Weak or negative wind shear
(constant or decreasing with height and instability aloft)
Development of a self-induced critical level or reverse 
flow aloft
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Presentation Notes
First we’ll look at an initial assessment for the potential of mountain waves and downslope wind events.  In identifying the potential for mountain waves, we look for strong ridge top level flow (at least 20 knots) that is perpendicular to the terrain and a stable layer near or slightly above ridge top.  From there we look at the wind shear in order to determine the type of mountain wave.  If there is strong positive wind shear, where the wind speed is increasing rapidly with height above ridge top level, we would anticipate the development of trapped lee waves.  The 1.6 rule works well in assessing the wind shear.  For the Sierra, we utilize the 625 mb wind for an assessment of ridge top level flow and 500 mb for the flow aloft.  If the flow at 500 mb is equal to or greater than 1.6x the flow at 625 mb then trapped waves would be anticipated.  When shear is weak then we would anticipate the potential development of vertical propagating waves.  



Assessing Wind Shear
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If wind shear is negative the potential for wave breaking and enhanced downslope flow is greatly increased.  Vertically propagating waves and wave breaking is favored when a stable layer or moreso an inversion is located at or just above ridge top level with a less stable (or unstable) layer is located aloft. An additional item to considering in assessing the potential for downslope wind events is the critical level. A critical level is a level in the atmosphere that prevents gravity wave energy from continuing upward. A critical level can occur in one of two ways,  as a mean state critical level, where the flow is actually parallel to the terrain or is light/equal to zero  or as a mean state critical level, when a stable layer is topped by an unstable layer.  In this instance a self induced critical level (where the flow goes to zero) is produced internally within the vertically propagating wave as a result of wave breaking. Since studying downslope wind events in the lee of the Sierra beginning in 2004, there have not been any instances where the flow aloft has been parallel to the Sierra or when the flow has gone to zero as a result of synoptic weather conditions.   Typically in the lee of the Sierra downslope wind events occur with a self induced critical level and therefore the stability is the key in successfully forecasting these events. Other considerations/observationsStrong leeside trough are common in many of the downslope wind events in the Owens Valley.  Significant gradients between Bishop and Sacramento or Independence and Fresno are between 12 and 16 mb.  However, several significant downslope wind events have occurred with negligible to no surface pressure gradient.  It is thought that the development of a lee-side trough acts to enhance the downslope winds, but does not aid in their production. Upstream observations can be quite useful in short term forecasting of downslope wind events.  Several sensors in Mono County to the north, Mammoth and Lee Vining, can provide a couple to several hours advance lead time of a downslope wind event that progresses southward down the valley.   



November 14, 2006 - 4 km WRF (ARW)
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In another case, here is a text book example of a downslope wind event.  This is a model forecast from the 4km WRF-ARW on Nov. 14, 2006 at 15Z. The isentropes are tightly packed near ridge top level with a more unstable depiction from 450 mb and above.  The isentropes go vertical in the lee of the Sierra, which is indicative of wave breaking.  Also, the component along (the color image) goes to zero which is representative of a self induced critical level.  An enhanced downslope flow is depicted near the surface in the lee of the Sierra and continues into the Owens Valley.  The WRF-ARW does not suffer from the isentropic folding that is common in the WRF-NMM.  Not only was the picture pretty, it also was a reasonable representation of reality in which wind gusts in excess of 90 mph were observed in the Owens Valley.



Two Distinct Types of Events

• Type 1 (all extreme events)
– Long duration
– Trough axis offshore
– Stronger upper level jet (north of area)
– Rotor Circulation

• Type 2
– Short duration
– Trough axis overhead
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Presentation Notes
We have observed two distinct types of downslope wind events occurring in the Owens Valley and for now we have denoted these as Type 1 and Type 2 events.Type 1 Events are typically long duration events (6-12 hours or longer).  Synoptically, a mid level trough is located offshore of the Oregon and/or California coast and the upper level jet is displaced further north (typically across northern California) and is stronger than Type 2 events.  All of the extreme events have been classified as Type 1.  Additionally, rotor circulations in the Owens Valley are more common during these longer lasting Type 1 events.Type 2 events are closely associated with the passage of a trough and are short lived (1-2 hours in duration).  The upper level jet and the maximum winds at ridge top level are found further south, (located overhead or just to the north of the Owens Valley).Often times a Type 1 event will transition to and end as a Type 2 event as was the case on March 25, 2006.   



Type 1 Event – Feb. 26, 2007

300 mb 500 mb 700 mb
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Here’s an example of a Type 1 Event from Feb. 26, 2007, with a strong upper level jet well to the north of the Owens Valley (125 knots impinging on the northern California coast).  At 500 mb the trough axis is located well offshore, maximum winds are 90 knots located to the north near Reno, and at 700 mb (roughly ridge top level) the trough axis is again off  the northern California coast, and sufficient cross barrier flow is in place over the Sierra west of the Owens Valley.



Type 2 Event – Mar. 26, 2006

300 mb 500 mb 700 mb
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Here’s an example of a Type 2 Event from Mar. 26, 2006.  Here the flow is more amplified, the 300 mb jet maximum is located just to the north of the Owens Valley and the trough axis is along the spine of the Sierra.  At 500 mb, the strongest flow is located over central California with a significant cross barrier component over the central and southern Sierra.  At 700 mb the trough axis is located just to the west of the Sierra crest and wind speeds are maximized at 50 mph just to the north of the Owens Valley.



Foehn Clearing

Rotor Cloud
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This is a brief visible satellite loop from Feb. 26, 2007 that nicely depicts a foehn clearing and the development of a rotor circulation down the entire length of the Owens Valley during the afternoon hours.  Pause.   Again with this loop you can see the displacement of the rotor cloud to the east due to satellite parallax.



• West Coast IR 
Satellite Imagery
(Every 3 hours)
(12Z Mar 20 thru 
06Z Mar 21)

• Surface Pressure 
and observations 
are overlain.

• Focus of event



IR Satellite 1830Z-0040Z
(on average every 30 min)

“Foehn
Clearing”

in the lee

Clearing 
gradually

shifts further 
east

during the 
period



Visible Satellite 1601Z-2330Z
(on average every 30 min)

“Foehn Clearing” in 
the lee 

Clearing gradually
Shifts further east
during the period

Multiple waves and
rotor clouds apparent
especially in last few
images



Visible Satellite 2301Z

Multiple waves and rotor
clouds apparent
especially in last few
images

Surface observations
confirmed areas of light
and variable winds as 

well
as north/northeast winds
indicative of a rotor
footprint. Lucerne Valley
had N/NE Winds and
KDAG was lgt & var.



Downslope and Rotors

• Rotors 
occur at 
or below 
ridge top 
level and 
within 20 
miles of 
barrier



Increasing westerly 
winds

Rotor Cloud

Lenticular cloud above rotor 
cloud



Lenticular cloud above rotor 
cloud

Vertically Rising 
Currents



Mountain Wave Decision
Tree

CWA/ MIS Criteria for mid and large aircraft 
(small GA use best judgement): 
• Moderate: UDDS = 350-599ft/min, or Speed 

Change +/- 15-25kt
• Severe: UDDS = >600 ft/min (depending upon 

size of aircraft), or Speed Change > +/- 25kt, net 
neutral change 1,000 ft or more
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Presentation Notes
First we’ll look at an initial assessment for the potential of mountain waves and downslope wind events.  In identifying the potential for mountain waves, we look for strong ridge top level flow (at least 20 knots) that is perpendicular to the terrain and a stable layer near or slightly above ridge top.  From there we look at the wind shear in order to determine the type of mountain wave.  If there is strong positive wind shear, where the wind speed is increasing rapidly with height above ridge top level, we would anticipate the development of trapped lee waves.  The 1.6 rule works well in assessing the wind shear.  For the Sierra, we utilize the 625 mb wind for an assessment of ridge top level flow and 500 mb for the flow aloft.  If the flow at 500 mb is equal to or greater than 1.6x the flow at 625 mb then trapped waves would be anticipated.  When shear is weak then we would anticipate the potential development of vertical propagating waves.  





CWSU ZLA Mountain Wave Impact Area 1

• Southern Sierra Nevada Mountains 
and adjacent Owens Valley

Strong westerly flow aloft over Northern 
and/or Central CA from ridge tops and 
above. This is the most common of 
mountain wave events in ZLA Airspace. 
(WFO VEF coordination)



CWSU ZLA Mountain Wave Impact Area 2

• San Gabrial and San Bernadino
Mountains (Palmdale Wave)/ and 
adjacent Antelope/Apple Valleys

Look for deep troughs digging along or off 
the coast of Southern CA with strong south 
to southwesterly flow ridge tops and above. 
Not as common as Sierra events.  (WFO 
LOX/SGX coordination)



CWSU ZLA Mountain Wave Impact Area 3

• Tehachapi  Mountains and adjacent 
Mojave Desert

Look for strong northwest flow aloft over 
Central/Southern CA behind passing 
shortwave over the Great Basin, ridge tops 
and above.  (WFO HNX/VEF coordination)



CWSU ZLA Mountain Wave Impact Area 4

• Riverside and San Diego Mountains 
and adjacent deserts of Palm 
Springs, Indio and Imperial Valley

Strong westerly flow aloft over Southern CA 
from ridge tops and above. May be more 
common during El Nino years.  (WFO SGX 
coordination).
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